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On Publication

As a writer, each piece that jou create is all about yourself as cm

individual. A writer has their own voice, style and preferred genre. I did not
realisp how difficult it would be to escape that individualistic mindset. In
publishing, you have to expand your personal aesthetic beyond your own work.
To examine pieces of writing for their own merit, beyond one's personal tastes,
is a difficult task. We all have preferences as to what we like to read, but in
publishing we must also consider what is meaningful, relevant and what other
people might enjoy reading. What we as an editorial board may choose to be

in the magafine, tnay have been rejected by any other publication. Even in an
attenipt to be impartial, our own tastes are the driving force for the creative

vision of the magafine. From this experience, I have gained a new faith in my
own aesthetic, and the reaUc^tion that a publisher's tastes arejust as diverse as
a writer's. Continue to seek out publication in numerous sources, for work that
is not relevant at one magafine, may find a captivated audience at another.
Kiara Bern at
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A Song to the Lettuce
Botdenecked blue & white

striped "stah-mahket", the
red pepper conductor soups
through sloppy tomato streets
in the olive oil mess - they've been
workin' on that pomegranate for half
the season, they say; eggplant eyes deep
frying in the tangerine heat.
The conductor stalls the bread loaf bus
To a l l o w s o m e c o n d i m e n t s ;

honey mustard
ketchup
A-One

even a pinch of ranch
all flavors on this tossed-fruit & salad patch of
burnt onion.

— Andy Cerrone

9

Go-Go
Thin cotton on beaded flesh
Black shadows bent

Flailing yellow haze
Significant bottom line breaks
gathering wet & unwashed,
a tumultuous overcoming

Exclaiming successions of congos
cymbals & cowbells,
an earned break —

Lethargic knees

collapse into a dip!
Baby dip!

In Passing
A cheek is wet.

Linger, it's the smell.
Chemical opposing
Cherries.

In that moment
It had seemed like love.
Now it is not

Dark spokes
In his grey iris
It's Eurydice

Wielding developer,
Attempdng to ascertain
One reason, he
Would turn at all.

Watermelon

Her bent body, our legs wrapped

In polyester sleeping bags laid out like graves.
Our arms around her waist.

The tar-mat, black and blue recalls
her back, and the yellow leaves report

How long it's been. That fruit is out of season.
Aliens is on TV and suddenly the horror
It's too much. The in-vitro monster throwing
Globs of flesh that could have looked like produce.
It's November and she must have cried for months
Undl we nodced. Her mother was our favorite

Teacher, which may be why we never thought beyond
Genetics to explain the dark cups of rain that
Forced her face to equalize the color pale and purple.
Kiara Bernat

Song Cycle
There's a song stuck in my head;
something about summertime &
strawberry jam. 1 try to sing it
half out of tune, but stumble
over the words: sweet little birdie

something something in a cherry tree.
Fruidess, all this wandering.

Did I plant the geranium seeds?
Tw o c a t s c r a d l e i n t h e w i n d o w s i l l

as I pass unremcmbcring, sdll singing
out of habit, or spite for my memory.
It's better to forget. Every morning
I walk the streets of Cambridge
terribly early, while everyone's
sdll in bed, safe under sheets.

— Chris Bock
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Good Guy Bad Guy
What a choice to make

One -will break my body
The other my faith
Most women are weary

Of the bad ones you see

Because they hurt, wound, and beat on key
Decepdon and pain they have mastered to the tee
But women forget, that a bad guy's damage is oni\- surface
The dermis and epidermis can always heal

Though the pain is temporary, embarrassing, and real
A good guy
Women would more likely chose

Loving and sweet with a petal touch

Affectionate and honest down to his subcutaneous puss
Their hearts they'll give to them stupidly

And for X amount of time he'l hold it angelically
'Til his time for you is no longer there

And you on his priority list, put it down don't even stare
Never cheated
Never lied

Or even raised his fist in the sky

Good guy, bad guy
What a choice to make

One will break my body
The other my faith

Slap me
Lie to me
Punch me
Kick me
Cheat on me

For I'd rather feel the pain of an ass that didn't care
Then give my heart to a man I always swear would be there

What's on the Outside that Matters

"Have a nice day"
I'm paid to say that.
Customers are wrinkled memories
In minutes.

But she walks away

And my eyes go with her,
Locked on

Fiddling chocolate bar in her hand.
Snow wrapper peals in-between
Her walrus Tusk nails.

Grinning tucks her face
Packs sagging skin.
She removes the bar

Lumpy dry

Dripping caramel.
Her grip loosens and it falls,
Shattering chocolate glass.

Though the wrapper she clenches dghter,
Shoving in between spooned tongue and
Roof of the mouth.

Crumbling chews
And a hard swallow

My eyes never follow again.
— Alex Wicbomki
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H o w N o t To A s k R o x a n n e o n a D a t e
1 made eye contact then.
Knees buckled locked

Tight legs
Ratded.

Our mouths opened together
Mine for words,

Hers for gasp.
F r o m t h e s h a r k fi n f a u c e t

The ooze poured like a long snail that lost its shell
Slithered

Tingling down my lip
A straight underneath my tongue.
Sucked

The grapple hooked
To my hairs
Swallowed bitter
Remains.

But never ever could I sniff her eyes away.

Unti tiled
It was Christmas time
Yo u t o o k m e t o L o u i s
I had never been there before

Boston was webbed in a luminous ball of light.

The mulu-floored department store, a layered thick frosted cake
Hundred-dollar bold knit mittens and plush mink earmuffs

You pointed out the fancy Italian cars parked out back
The kind that smell of fresh leather and shoeshine

The kind that smell like that years after they are born
You took me to a prisdne suit shop

Told the sales man with gold cufflinks
We were running off to Vegas

My hands cocooned in your down-feather pockets
The white musk sky blazing through the streets

A string of tea-tree lights,
glowing bulbs, tangled bare branches
The aura of pine and that greasy sausage stand
Buy two, get one free
Penguins at the aquarium
Green sea turtles.
You tried to save me.

The girl with the cherry pinched cheeks
Speckled 3'ear-round freckles
A giddy heart and polka-dot flip-flops
A butterflies fluttering in my tummy kind of love.
Spider webbed mascara, neon eye blue Uner.
You were a womb of safet)'
A nest of togetherness

Lullaby good nights.
Sweet dreams no nightmares
And I forgot just how long I've known you.
Just how much the seasons change.

I've got a raw breath and prickly numb fingers.
If only you could have been there that night.
You may have been able to save me
The sdngy drip may have been too much.

They say the good times are killing me.
They also say if you don't do it.
Nobody will do it for you.
And my hands are swimming in a pool of pins and needles
And I am still thinking of Christmas time with vou.

— \ judsey Bloowherg

The Barter's Dance

Ne//ie Sweet

k.

Able, Woman

The boy was gone. The mutt, she could se>.

through the window, and his snout, that black snout, pointed straight

at the road, barking and barking. The mutt barked and barked so loud

it ripped into her thoughts and shattered her image of the boy and she
could not move or scream for her boy. Where was her boy? He was

not stumbling about the backyard, unconscious of her gaze. The mutt's
barks echoed off the inside of her head and she fought with her mind
for a chance to think through the noise. The woman looked again at die

dog, then she moved her gaze, slow it seemed but it took less than one

full bark, to the gray Volvo that drove around the corner and was moving

quickly out of sight, behind the flaming orange red maples. She always

told her husband how living on this curved part of the road was danger
ous. Those kids took the corner too fast and had more than once left dre
marks in their lawn. The gray vehicle, now she wasn't sure if it had been

a car or a van or a truck, disappeared and with it, her breath. She pushed

her way around the island, perfectly centered in the cherry wood kitchen
and to the terrace door, her legs were heat^ and she gasped for air. She
threw the heav}' glass door open with more force than she could have

ever imagined mustering just a moment before and tore out onto the
dark stained wooden porch. Her eyes darted around the yard, the maple
tree with dre swing hanging from the lowest branch, the wooden playset

complete with swing, slide and fort. All of these had been made by the

woman's husband for their only child, made of treated wood, sanded and

stained to remove any chance of painful splinters in small soft fingers.
The fort has a black covering for a makeshift roof with a friendly jolly

roger printed on the sides making an acceptable pirate hideout for a

five year old boy. Able would stand in there often with paper towel rolls

pushed up against his squindng, gray eyes, the eyes ai his father and yell

toward the house at the woman, on the other side of the screen washing

dishes, "Thar she blows!" The woman would always look shocked, gape
at the boy and duck down quick, hiding behind the sink and the dishes
that must be cleaned, dried and shelved. When she popped up again and

smiled at the boy he would be laughing, his laughter audible across the
lawn strewn with balls and bats.

Barking, the mutt was still barking. The woman saw no little boy
in the fort this time. Her eyes they tore again around the yard for antsign of the boy, of her boy. She spotted one of the balls, a soccer ball,

alternadng blue and white hexagons rolling over one another. They had
picked this specific ball out of many, while the boy was getting outfitted
for his new soccer team; the Bucaneers. He came away with deats, size
six, a size larger than in the spring, shin guards and special soccer dav
only blue shorts that fell to the boys knees.

The dog barked again snapping her away from that moment and

towards the street. For a moment, she stared hoping Able would 1
from behind the crab apple tree to retrieve the lost treasure Tb i

Die tree often served as a hide out cove when the ship ^as H. ""P"

ferocious squal, there were branches the boy could now reachT^, w'

made the woman worry, how high would he climb before he r
could not get down? Realising then as she stated a, the h-

the braehes where the orange and browne
l aves had arleady dre
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wear them everyday!" She never could res.st h,s smile, that big
honest smile, he did not know how to smile any other xvay u^ik t
whom it had taken two marriages to perfect. The smile that said I D

no, it's fine if you go to the bar, I don't mind picking Able up from^
mothers, your mother who always comments on my dght bootle
and suede heeled boot, no I don't mind at all, yes that smile ^

Frantically spinning towards the house again she shielded her

eyes from the rapidly setting sun and scanned the porch, windows and

doorways for sg
i ns of her son. The porch was empt)- of everythn
i g th
' ey

had taken in the gril and patio furniture the weekend before, so the first
frost would not cause the wood to expand and crack like their last set.
The woman's husband had hefted it all down to the basement where it

was placed on a tattered blue tarp to avoid the moisture present in every
New England basement. Able was no where in sight. Not waving from

his bedroom window, or retrieving some lost ardfact under the porch.
Her boy was gone. The mutt had stopped barking and trotted
over to where the woman stood. She did not move for a minute, that

minute spanned an entire lifedme.
When Able was born he had a deep apple ripe red birthmark on

his right check, just below his eye and though it had faded in his five years

to a gentle piglet pink the woman sdll affecdonately called him Mac. She
saw that mark fade from a deep rich red to a light pink rash over birthday

cakes, nursery school pictures and family photos. Tears began to fill her

eyelids, they leaked over the sides and grazed her cheeks, then pooled in

the lines around her mouth, moved down her chin and dropped silendy
onto the fresh cut lawn.

The mutt barked towards the house, barked again and again. She

was only a few meters from the dog when he quick, darted off towards
the street in front of the house. The woman could hear his barks becom

ing fainter as he ran around the side of the house, around the garage and
onto the front lawn.

She heard it then, it came from the front of the house. She heard
the echo of a door shut, a car, van or truck door shut. The tears they

stopped. Without wiping her fears from her face away she darted around

the side of the house, around the garage that held endless tools, her SUV;

prisdnely washed but that rarely got driven, and a covered RIOOO motor

cycle which she had never dared to sit on let alone drive. Her husband, he

drove it in the warm month and kept it medculously clean and covered

during the winter. He would tease her that Abie's first vehicle would be
a motorcycle knowing that she would never allow it, never allow some

thing that dangerous under her son. Around that garage she ran and

as she turned the corner she saw a car. She could hear the dog barking
again, a siren.

A blue car with the drivers side door open to her front yard

pulled up onto the sidewalk in front of her house. She saw nothing else
from her posidon at the corner of the house. Only pausing for that mo

ment she walked, quicldy, to the blue car and around the front of the car
where there on the ground a woman kneeled;the dog condnued to bark.
He was no where in site but she could here his incessant barking, de

manding her to look at what was in front of this blue car, an old woman,

much older than her, with grayed brown hair pulled up into a bun. This
was a woman of at least sixty with children and young grandchildren of
her own. She knelt on the ground, her knees in the concrete, her hands

hovering over some thing.
The woman knew instandy that there under the woman's finger-

tips lay her child. She could will her legs to move at mt^re than the turtles
crawl while her heart beat to the rabbits pace. She made her way over to

the boy on lying on the sidewalk under the woman's wrinkled fingers, she
was drained of everything, more so even than when she gave this child
life.

Able lay on the ground his hair matted to his forehead, eyes
closed. The boys face, upward his chin pointed straight at the cotton
candy clouds passing over head. His lips were slightly parted and she
could see his two front teeth. They were slightly bucked and the left had

a chip in the corner where it met the right tooth. Able had gotten this

chip in his tooth when he insisted on getting a big boy bed at'the age of

three and had fallen in the night onto a toy fire truck, that had not been

put back on his fire shelf at the end of "Able play time" that came before

seven o'clock bedtime. His father has taught him, much to the woman's
resistance, how to spray water and other drinks from the hole created
by the chip between the two teeth. This made the woman's husband' ^

Able laugh and laugh, the boy would smile til his cheeks h. r' ^ ?

wrinkles in his forehead had made red imprints. ^

The quickly disappearing sun sent sharp daceers r ,

the left side of the boys face and shadows played tag on At i
cheeks The woman was constantly slathering fift^,-fi^^ ^ tanned

boy to ensure that he never know the pain of cool she^t

skin No matter how much she smoothed into his skin he al
the same roasted almond color, the same color his father

they went to the shore and made fortresses of conk and ovs
^'wber/j

Naming the Bar
If this were a child, you would be careful—
contemplate distincdons, the way a life can alter
between Jane and Helen.
Long before you suckled a drop, the bar's disdlled
children were gifted their own import and resource.
Margarita: Ladn pearls, Spanish daisies.
Amaretto from amore, apricots, bitter and sweet
almond pits. Gin from engine, the coniferous Juniper.
Label your bar anything: Rust)' Parrot,
Cadillac Grill, The Wart. No one will mind

decay, out-of-style luxury, skin bulges.
Give it a neon sign, a random theme:
Cowboy Round-Up, Xanadu, Leprechaun Inn.
Paint the walls deep-purple night;
light your ceiling with orbs, imitate the street:
hard-edged stop, slow down partner, go.
Cars will line up all the way to the shoreline.
An ocean out the north window will drift in bruises,

periwinkle, light lavender, burnt urine.
Your place will be the intoxicated focal point
in this duotone scene of wet roads and white flags,
offering opaque notes—^Tonic. Vermouth.
Whiskey aged in oak, water of life.
Bloody Mary: tomato juice, celery.

Cup of Burnt Protestants, Sea of Sorrow.
— Natalie Young
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The Field
S u n fl o w e r s

rise early.
Ambitious,

they reach six feet.
Ophelia, eclipsed

hugs a green stalk.
Her white dress reflects
neither brilliance
nor virtue.

Misunderstanding,
she releases the stalk.

Toes slip hack into dirt.
Row to row, she searches

for recognidon
not humiliadon.

Dust cuts the eye.

The petals steal
the sun's heat. She sits,
defeated.

— Katberine Fang
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Dancer

Arms professionally arched,
my poised toes
ran across the white tile.

In December we turned the heat on.
I liked to dance,

naked, in the kitchen. You

played your guitar on a wooden chair.
You failed to notice
I

was

dancing with you.
Now, I sit

in the conclave of dirt
and heat.
I hear it.

That sorrowful alto,
forgetting,
the choice was yours.

Your muse danced!

You just stared.

If you remember, Orpheus
came out alive.

He went back to our apartment

and ate pasta off our plates.

Katelyn Yarnella

peterboro, nh
the water supply has doubled/ since then
everything has become truth in metaphor/ then

there were campgrounds, bike trails bumpy/ sweat)- scats, dirt covered
socks/

beach sand and wet toes/ not enough time/ to remember/ paint by

number nail polish/ camp fires/ raining nights/ hunting for poems on
canvas tents/ nylon zippers/ adolescent innocence/ we would never
tell/

— Diana Wilkins

One New Message

Their rental car, bright red against blacktop, snakes along die

two-lane highway. The road stretches before them, dotted with evasive

puddles thm disappear when approached. But neither passenger nor
driver nonces them.

"It was a nice service," Celia says. On her lap is an open pa

perback turned face down, its binding broken, waidng to be picked up
again.

Her husband Joel agrees Batly; his knuckles are white on the

steering wheel. He asks her to turn up the radio.
She turns the dial, but when she sits back the volume is the
s a m e .

He leaves it.

Urban sprawl has trickled down to suburban sameness and now
they pass fields of stunted corn.
"Everything's so brown," Celia says.

"It's been dry," he says, leaning back to stretch. Theyve only
been driving an hour but already he's stiff.
She is quiet for a few moments, running her fingers along the

binding of her book, looking out onto the drought-ridden landscape.
The awkward silence stretches on, mile after mile.
"Holly gave a good speech."

Joel nods.
"It had the right amount of humor. I hate it when the eulogy is

too funny. Or when the person just stands up there and cries. I hate to
see that."

Holly had told a story from high school. The handful of her
classmates in the crowd laughed knowingly. The rest, like Celia, laughed

because it was the only thing to do. Joel laughed because, like a sneeze,
he had to release the pressure somehow.

Holly had hugged Joel extra-tight, like she wanted to squeeze
some tears out. Joel wouldn't budge. But he sniffed for her benefit, which
made her cry harder, which she needed.

"I'm so sorry," she whispered in his ear.
"Me too."

A few more in the crowd gave him the same look of knowing

pathos.

Celia noticed hut at the same dme didn't

Now, driving home she puss her hand on his leg absen.mind.
edly, working out scenarios. "Do you think she knew^"
"Who?"

"Janie." She says it dully.

Janie's name is too large for the space of the

they'd been hearing it for the last hour and a half th Even though

the luncheon, the speech, now it takes up hreathin service,

urge to choke on it. Instead he says, "Do I think^shTk"'^' -^"^' ^' Shts the
"What was going to happen." ^new what?"

He snifs. "No way to know for sure, is thereV'
"The people, the ones on nine eleven Th l

the

"They were hijacked," he says, and leaninjfon"'' ^hcy^"
air

conditioning.

°

Celia pictures dark men with contraband nnil m

ttims

a shattered coffee carafe from the refreshment cart Sh ' of
group of multi-cultural, age-diverse passengers trvi ^ ^mall
overthrow the hijackers. "Maybe she was hijacked " to
Joel shivers, and turns the air back down '

As soon as Celia sees his face drain she k

wrong thing. That kind of scene ended in rolli
like this one. "I'm sorry," she says. "I know it w "ot a car ride
s o r r y. "

'

'

^"gine

trouble.

I

Though he wants to be angry with her h lis simply due to the uneasiness of a funeral. It's th

at the luncheon afterwards, causes people to ""easiness that,

mouthsqutckyl,wondern
i gfi theyr'eao
l wed.Hes'g
i hsIndZys'.S
'
okay.

•I' only brought it up because I wondered sotmething."
"Hm?"

"The people on that plane, the ones that knew they were hi
jacked. They called home, right?"

He wonders with ti start if she knows. "So they say."
She flips her hand over, palm up, on his knee. Expectantly. "If
she knew, do you think she called Robert?" She steers him to this thought
reluctantly.
Her hand feels too heavy on his knee, but he lays his hand lightly

on top of hers anyway. "I don't know."
"1 don't think she did. He would have told us. He was a mess,
wasn't he?"

During the service |oel tried not to look but saw Robert's tears

anj-way. AfteiAvards, Robert tried to turn back into a man as he shook

Joel's hand. But he still asked Joel, "What am I going to do now?"
Joel said he was sorry, said he didn't know. That he'd been wondering the
same thing.

Thev pull off on a rest area - a brick box growing out of the
middle of a field. "Do you need to go?" Joel asks.
"Not really."

He needs air. The car nudges into the lot and he gets out and
stretches. He aches.

Celia flips her book over and tries to read, but instead of words
she sees her husband's blank face when he'd answered Robert's call four

nights ago. She had cried at the news of losing her friend, but Joel left
the house. He was gone for nearly four hours before he stumbled back

in, alcohol on his breath. 1 le went straight to bed and didn't speak about

it until they began to make travel arrangements for the funeral.
The moment passes and the words on Celia's page come back
into focus. Italy was gorgeous in the springtime, Celia read, but the frost had not
jet melted from Jennifers heart.

Joel leans down and asks her through the open window if she

wants a drink.

She shakes her head and bends back over her book, trjdng to

forget. It doesn't matter now.

At the vending machine Joel can't decide. He's not thirsty for

anything here. He looks back to the car to make sure Celia can't see him,
then takes his phone out of his pocket and opens it. One new message.
He sdll can't listen.

He closes the phone, and puts it back in his pocket, selects a
Coke and goes back to the car.

Along the parking lot the grass has crisped under the unrelent
ing sun. No one's bothered to water it.
"We should make it to Chicago by dinnertime," he says, sliding
back into the driver's seat.

Celia mutters. She's failed at gctdng lost in her book. Now she
watches the brown lawn of the rest stop change to brown tall grass in the

ditches alongside the road, and then brown crops, with, bcvond them,
the harsh blue sky.

Everyone at the funeral marveled at the weather. Such a nice day.
Such a nice service. Everything is nice when people don't know what to

say and what not to. Robert's so luckg to have such nice friends Hk^ yon tiro.
A song comes on the radio; to Joel it sounds familiar; but he can

ba>dy make it om. It could be his song or it could be another song that

sounds like his song. He can't be sure because he's started to hearihose
songs m his head.

him to t^ H^erk^-'""" .h,s ttme, for

around hif° Bngers tighten
"How do you know?"

"How did you not know? You txvo talked

must have said something about it." every single dav She

Joel detaches from her and picks up his C W

drink and thinks about the phone in his pocket ° a long
He did know. Janie called him just a week '

about Robert. They were fighting. She wanted out Sb'""" ^"^plain
t h i n g d i f f e r e n t , s o m e t h i n g n e w. ' Wa n t e ^ j

"I guess she did leave him in a way" Celia

which

is

worse."

'

"juictlv

" T-

a,

j

^ wonder

Joel merges, checking the blind spot then i ,

Celia sees nothing in front of them but ^

corn. Shel'be happy to get home, to e
l ave th^is^T

stretching, never-ending, in all directions. Hapn i ^ of land

that followed her husband down the center aisl ' 'behind eyes
Outside the car, the corn gives way to be^^ ' funeral,

will be meager this year. Joel wonders how the 1 Harvest
it will take to affect everything else. "PpH, how long
"I wonder what she said if she called "

Joelaranges hb hands: ten and tavo. Nn
i e and three
I wonder if she told him she loved him " r r

after a moment, "I wonder if she still loved him."'

"I'm sure she did," Joel says, finding his voice
"I would call," she says. She opens her book and then closes it.
"Would you want me to call?"
"Maybe."

"How could you say that?" Her eyes glaze.
"It's not a bad thing, Cel. I'd just want my last memory of j^ou

to be a good one. Not a desperate voice over static."
As usual, he makes sense. Maybe it was a good thingjanie didn't

call. Celia opens her book again and then decides for herself. "I'd want
you to call."
He's still not so sure. "Can we leave it, please?"

Celia begins to cry. She misses Janie. Misses how the four of
them used to be inseparable. Most of the dme she didn't even tliink
about the rest of it.

Joel takes her hand gently.

"I'll bet she knew," she says between sobs. "I'll bet she knew and
I'll bet she called him. I'll bet she told him she loved him and she was
sorry for everything."

Joel holds his wife's hand until her crying slows, then stops. He

steals a glance at her. She is asleep; her rises and fals slowly. She 11 awaken

with crust in her eyes, he thinks. He watches the horizon before him,

wishing a rain cloud would qualify the moment and make his decision for
him. But he's on his own.

He slowly pulls the car over to the shoulder, trying not to jar and
wake her. He steps out and closes the door lightly, then checks that she
is sdll sleeping.

Turning toward the road, Joel shields his eyes and looks out

across the fields before him. He slides his hand into his pocket, pulls out

his phone, and pushes the butons. Brings the phone to his ear. You have
one new message.

"I wish you were there," her voice says, small and distant.

The message continues, and he listens to the whole thing. He replays it,
then saves it and slips the phone back into his pocket.

Celia sdrs as he gets back into the car, then lays sdll again. They
drive on.

— Kate Charlton
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En//

He lies in bed

his lips but only your face inside
how fucked up is that
he said just have tun

you'd never think to say such bullshit

you know this isn't just a fun time for me
I ran through his mind

Trying to find mv wav out as fast as possible

Does k seem like there's a checkbox next to my name?

Take me off your fucking list
Put down your pen

Because that check will never be drawn
Red faced

His eyes

Trying to seduce me

Only induced a deep sickness

I guess I haven't given you enough credit

I've built you up and now I'm trying desperately to tear you down
But you have never let me feel used
Have not put the box next to my name
Have not tried to lie me into bed
— Larissa Kjiiikle
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The Moth

Chase me down; all through the streets of town

Expectations fail, your escape is incredulous

The subterranean starlight and forever running iron belly of the whale
Was where you were born,

And where you should have died.
But no;

You hardy, adventurous little thing
Defied logic and dared to be.
Flew against my cheek
Fluttered softly — our first kiss.

Then floated away to the other end of the car.

Done, gone-a passing moment of surprise
To see another creature still alive

Underneath the earth, the grime, the rust.

I left; I thought you would too.

Depart from life; and I departed from the depths.
Sunlight emerged bej^ond a mountain of movement.

You saw it too; the glorious warmth of day splashing and strearni

As if it did it all just to impress us. ' '"S
Hours went by; and I traveled
Through time, space and paint.
I should have known by the theme of the day;
Nafure- Unfathomable.
That we again would meet.

And so, as her sister swallowed her up
The sun faded and I began my night activities.

Sitting in front of the street, looking though the red, iluminated glass
We caught the attention of each other.
The company for dinner was much appreciated.

Eve Goggins

Rouge Geranium
Yo u w h o a r c o u t

there unrcading,
unremembcring as tast as vou can
what it was to stir my poesy, and
unthrilling to the unringing
of the call, always the same,

like a spell—particular words,
another century in which you asked
scarcely daring to hope
you could be so luckv, it
1 might be alone waiting
in the chapel bedroom, everything
carved away to tender, silent light—
unvisited now. Liven I don't go there,
n o t e v e n t o d r e a m . Yo u
who blotted out the verse

with truest meter, fearing someone
would put two and two together, hearing who
you rhymed with without ending
awkwardly suspended

in preposition--! unforget spring under your skin.
I unbelieve you don't miss me.

— Anna Kinvan
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Mid Dark Age
We were safe then, the earth

the golden yolk of an egg
whose shell was the sky,

whose sky was layered,
number by number, uncountable
actually, with theoretical angels.
This ladder into the branches

bent with brimming pears and quinces.
The tree reached the fleet of cloud,
the clouds rising silvery to the moon,
and so on. And the angels,
all colors harmonious, watched

every infant's first step,
the maiden's blush, lad's diffident bow,
the drover and the king—
we all were heaven's chick sparrow,
with the universe brooding over us

until our time should come to fledge.

Feather Hell

Take that goddamn feather out of your goddamn hat! How many times
do I need to tell vou?! Why the hell do you persist, am'way? Why the hell

do you insist on being an obstinate fool who jeopardizes his very liveli
hood for the sake of originality; creadvity, and ardsdc license? Look, no

one else is wearing a feather, why do you have to? When we tell them to
take their piercings out, they all say 'yes sir' and take them out. When we
tell them to wear heavy polos in the scorching sun, they do it. They don't

ask why. They don't need to know why. Why do you need to know why?!
You think we don't have good reasons? That's because we don't! We just

want you to abide by rules that we neither created nor understand why
exist! We want to say that it gets in the way of your work, but it doesn r
We want to sav that customers don't like it, but they love it. It puts smile
on the faces of many and brightens people's days. Well we can't have any
of that here! You're fired!

— V^yan Kendall
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Creativity
Is unwelcome in Corporate America.
Sorry.

Rya// Kendall

45 degrees south, 15 degrees west, lansing ave,
Worcester, ma

The 16 year old looks in an old coffee can,
finding maps of a barrack, prison
of home and history all in one.

There are things that cannot be told undl now:
This is how it all began.

A place 35 degrees north of Worcester,

my mother sits in a sheet metal factory,
shrapnel against her skin.
Grown out of this, beaten

by the father of her child, she
takes chances, trades her realides for a pair of wings.
She tells me she is an angel,
carries one in her pocket daily

just in case, she says.

The maps begin

to get smudged.

Cartographer hard at work, I reassemble
the missing pieces.

I travel between time periods,

carrying m\' t'cruth with me.
More of this story is coming.

Mv mother works two jobs.

Shows me how to navigate around life's inconsistencies.
Tells me she had an abortion at 16,
lost her first child to a miscarriage
carried me and my sister to premature
birth, one lost, one still
here. I am holding ctn to her wing.
She tells me the story.

The way to Boston NICU and the anger
on the wheel from my father's hands.

The bruises on her no one saw, except me.

This is how it all began.
She handed me the compass.
Told me the needle will stick,

walk through the mud, she said.
It will help you navigate backwards
bringing you back to where you started.

On Third Street
Wc lived in a town with rusted rail road tracks that ran alongside the
Assabet River. Grass and thistle grew between the tracks and no one paid
much attendon.

Our place was on Third Street, wliich my wife Ellen took to
mean we'd be lucky. Third's the charm isn't it? she said. It was a one

bedroom apartment with cracks in the walls and a bathroom with no
door. But the utilities were included and Ellen said she could rig a sheet
or shower curtain over the toilet.

I got a job at the butcher shop on Nason Street, across town.
They'd had a sign on the window, looking for counter help. When they
hired me on the spot, 1 was put to work with a mop and bucket. Sloshing

dingy bubbles over the linoleum, sopping up blood and grisde, curls of
shaved meat - I'd come home with a smell that I could not scrub off.
There was a skinny woman in the apartment next to ours. Her

name was April and she looked like a wounded bird, angled and bony,
bewildered by the world. I'd see her in the morning before work, sitting

out in the hallway with a cigarette. She had a baby in the apartment and
didn't want to blow her smoke all over him. This was when everyone first
heard about second hand smoke, all the damage it can do.

"Can you imagine," Ellen asked me shortly after we moved in,
her voice hushed to a whisper in our own living room, "having a baby in
a place like this?"

I couldn't even imagine having a cat in an apartment like this. I
shook my head, and then asked her to go to the bedroom so that I could
use the toilet.

We could hear everything through the tissue paper walls between

our apartments. At night the baby cried and Ellen and I lay awake listen
ing to the fighting sounds of April and the man she lived with. Beneath
the sheets, Ellen held my hand.

I took the bus to work. The route went along the fringe of town,

by the old train tracks and then weaved back inward just where the rails
curved to follow the river. The man who lived with April rode the bus
too. He wore scuffed black boots and sat by the door.

When the town sank into the dredges of summer, April's ward
robe diminished to men's undershirts and panties that sagged from her
flat bottom as she leaned over the railing. Her skin was nearly translucent
and I wondered if she might be disappearing as well.

On a morning in late September, she wasn't outside the apart
ment at aU. The man she lived with and I boarded tiie bus as usual.

He sat in front; I chose a window seat near the rear. It had rained

the night before and the ground was still wet. Through the filmy windows
I watched the sunlight glindng in puddles along the muddy ground.

We passed her in a moment. It was April, dressed in white and
carrying her baby along tbe rail road tracks. I turned to the man in the
front of the bus. He had seen her too, was just watching from his win
dow as she grew smaller and smaller until the river approached and we
turned away.
That night it was quiet.

Ellen and I watched the news, heard about the woman's body, found with
stones in her pockets, mud in her ears, nostrils. We turned it off when

they talked about the baby.

Laying in the stillness of our room, Ellen said mavbe we should

think about moving again. Maybe Third Street wasn't so iuckv Perhaps
Seventh vtould be benet, and tve'd be closet to downtown, i'wouldn't
have to take the bus. We might even have a bathroom door
She spoke as if luck was something we could move tor

ness something we could leave behind. I kissed her cheek^^ terribleThen I rolled on my side and saw again, the paE '
with the baby in her arms, bare feet dangling to her waEt ^ ^''oman

the rusted rails, she became a shrinking white smudgc^^' h"^^' ^

rub from the backs of my eyelids and I laid awake imn ^ ^"^ild not
— Me/a>,/e Hang

This is Death, This is War
I

Try not to peck tlic eyes out at first;
Save it until the bitter end; it will make this whole process worthwhile.
Slash that one's throat.
And cut the arms off the other.

Drag their lifeless bodies through the mud-peat, now more man's blood
than dirt.

Set fire to the battle-field, trap all of them in

A fight for right now a clash of fear and humanit)', a matter of surviv
ing or sacrificing.
Only I win.
I I

How did voLi come to the conclusion that I would die in my bed

But my son's heart would be pierced by enemies' swords?

When you washed bv the river, whv did you cry for me and not he?
I see your fulsome, phantom eyes red and swollen from tears of grief
The pallid skin is scratched and scarred; scalp bleeding, wild hair clings
to the nails-like-daggers

This wailing and moaning does not comfort me as a sign of honor-your
screams confuse me.

As you approach my death-bed; I ask, command you:
Tell me the reasons behind your acdons. Great Queen.
I I I

These deaths come to me so benignly; almost I even forget who I am.

Stately matriarchs and wizened-once-glorious men silendy grab hold of
my cloak

Smiling, honored-they take me as a sign of good fortune and power
over their household.

And who am I to crush their dreams by revealing that I have no prefer
ences as to who dies

By my hand at age twenty-seven or at an age too steep to count.
As long as they die by my hand, my work, my will, my wish.
It benefits me that these people of Eire are so bewildered by my idendty: Carrion Crow, Pestilence,
Maiden, Terror-Phantom, Goddess.

The enamored fear suits me quite well; I have no enemies to claim, no
where I cannot travel

Yes, there are three sidcs-not daughter, mother and crone-no.

No, a more intriguing facet shines here: Sacrifice, Cdory, and Weakness.
I V

The death you speak of, of a man killed in a battle, arc too numerous
for me to remember a person

Only the casualty count-The larger the number, the more I am revereda salaried employment.
I can tell you this. Old King-Aged Man:

The reason of my existence is not known to me; but 1 have guessed at
it.

The cause for the strife and war I breed is to categorize humanirc.
I pursue, destroy, and subdue.

I pursue those in-battles, for wasting the life they were given
1 destroy them; that is my nature and a punishment fairly meted
I subdue; look at yourself! You sit in awe of mv oresm.-^ ,
11

^

moments are quiet and somber

F^^bcncc;

vour

fi n a l

Placate yourself with the idea of the Dagda makine- it ri K
of sons-Call me what you will of honor.

Bean Si, The Morrigan, Phantom Queen et cetera et cete

I have done my part of this game. King, it is '

High time you did yours. This death wil not be as a f i

one thinks.

Gonitis

Over the Edge
I was there,

only in flesh,
without knowing,
unable to recall,

only shadows,
without faces.
Have 1 survive?

— Lauren McAuliJfe
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Winter

January pink sky
almost 5:00 in the afternoon

bitter cold _ schools closed

arranged life in hours
I haunt this house

a ghost
with breath.

— Anne Elezabcth Pluto

Last Summer on Winslow Road
The hot earth
this summer settles in me
Ijke rust a whole burned

and ragged without
reparation I clean the house

I'm leaving weed the garden
which no longer will be
mine and feed the birds

in morning silence.
They come unbidden

knowing my open hand
holds gifts and watch me
hidden in the crab apple

tree the young jays and
robins dlt their heads
to watch seeds or bread
fall like rain 1 wish
for their wondrous

wings for flight
of fancy for loss
of speech less

complicated and
more dangerous
than this human
toil.

— Ame Eles^abetb Pluto
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A.nne Ele^beth P/nto

The Queen (Snow White and the Seven Dwarves)
As I look into your shattered glass,
\'isions of my dead corpse appear.

My Body - Crushed.

Wiltures strip my skin,

Divulge my flesh.
Pull my hair,

Expose my skull...
And bones.

Now, my inflnit}' is plagued.
The inferno broiled me away.
I frv in a barren scope.
All that remains-

--My Skeleton.

1 low dare you betray me. Mirror?
I-lcr Skin. Her Flesh. Her Hair.

The King of the Underworld has made me his Queen.
1 am still Queen in the Afterlife,
And so not much has changed.
For I am still not the Fairest of them all.
— Alaria Scenna
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"Inhibitions"
You were upset with me for once

the time I shared among school friends
how you peed in the shower.

I was merry, buoyed by drink,
the inhibited letting loose to the world
this outrageous intimate detail.

And you told me later, quietly
how such was a private matter between
us, a married couple,
how 1 went too far

Far, far from the inhibited bladder I had
when we met

my socks in knots

at the gray formica counter
by the whirring machines.
You took my hand and showed me

how to roll my crews
cut loose my coins,
unbind my boundaries.

And now, decades after the divorce

I stilJ don't know if I taught )'ou anything
but you, you taught me
that it's okay
to pee in the shower

when no one is iooking
and for that, I am grateful.
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— R)wi Kendall

Heather and Ryan
From here 1 can watch the world burn, a front row seat to the

apocal^-pse. The flames are so close 1 could use them to light mv ciga
rette. With each drag I remember you, and then exhale your memories
into clouds that linger around me until they fade into the air as if they
were never real.

You were the one that would exdnguish the flames when they

roared so fiercely that the entire world went silent, but now, without my

rock I'm afraid I can feel their bite. There is no longer a gatekeeper to
control the demons from tormenting my mind.

Tle.unlawfully
that aI sof
keep
dark profi
The only l.ghr sh.,o,
nes fand
rom in for
your room,
t glow frtay
rhe stars that cove, rhe cerlrng. When I look up rhere I feel like Tm alone
on a boat in the open ocean. You created that universe nbr.

imagination spawned those consukadons, and because f T^
with an unfamiliarit^' that scares me, if 1 don't k " ^

will tomorrow come from? these stars, where

Fear paralyzes me, grips my soul so dghtly thar K

tomorrow is unfathomable; the definition between d ' " ^^"tight of

eternalpan
i and darkness, devod
i of my north star^fo

sailor, lost at sea, with no hope for return; and no Suidance. Fm a

Sd,lm
I' suroundedbyyouressence,aroomfuHoT"

a shrine of all you were and all you had accomplish ' former life,
your smell so strongly I can taste it, yet ids false

alone and empt)' I am. Nothing more than a tease of I
what

can

never

he

again.

"rice

was,

and

Why did you go where I'm not yet allowed pev c „

me here to suffer in your wake? I want to believe it °

part of me burns with denial. Did my sins curse tWw"

fate that doomed yours? Did you try and save me one I t
vanit)f fulfilling a prophecy that was never told^

When we found you rhere on that bed. no here on thsi bod

where I am you looked so peaceful, a mask of „

one who had found a long searched for nirvana. The wrinkles of burden

have been erased from your faee. metled away from a soft pn
i k ,o a pae
l
white.

^

I'm afraid that in our dme together you siphoned too much of
the venom from my veins and it poisoned you. I'm afraid that the one

constant in my life, the one shred of joy I had, was inadvertendy smoth
ered by the ever present evil that follows me, an omniscient force that

guides the tragic comedy that is my life.
In these situations, when my paranoia got the best of me, I
could always rely on you to remind me which of my thoughts were pure.
And even still 1 think I can feel you reassuring me, I can almost hear your

soothing voice trving to calm me. But you're not really there, and as soon
as 1 entertain thoughts that you are sdll with me, your voice breaks up
and is replaced by the guttural snarls of devils; cackling at me for accept

ing their taunts as reality. The balance was gone, no longer just shifted.
The devil on m\- right shoulder pushes and prods me, trt'ing to coerce me
towards his evil agenda. The angel on my left shoulder will not appear.
From here 1 watch the world burn, a front row seat to the apoca

lypse. Why should 1 not do as you did? The fruit has already been bitten
once, how much damage would two inflict? The flames are so bright

they iluminate the truth and make it clear to my eyes. But the darkness

is more comfortable, mv eyes close to find it, and allow the fires to con
sume

me.

— Jason Moore
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Lay with me
You lie, here in my arms,

but you are not with me.
Do you simply stay here for my amusement?
Or are you so lonely that your selfishness knows no bounds?
I would like to believe in the former,
though, one of us should be honest with me.
You lie, looking at me with your eyes,
frozen orbs stealing warmth,

deceptively inviting, glistening like the open ocean.
A beautiful death. A trap.

Waiting in the deep waters I look to your soul, searching fr.. o

though, I am fruitless in my harvest. for answers
You lie, uncomfortably,

turning your back to me
causing the air to grow stale

with the tangible knowledge of rejection

I plead for you to be mine,
though I do not truly want you.
You lie, and I do nothing to stop you,
even though I know your intentions.

Do I simply stay here for your amusement^

. .„d .owrvJirr:;
though, one day I could love you.

Jason Moore

A Quiet Reflection on Mushrooms
I
I

quicksand sucks at my socks,
swirling.
all I see is in motion, in whirlpools
that roam, like a deforming lens;
rain warping
still oil, pressing, bending, never
breaking the fine surface.

my thoughts, a booming voice, demand I
speak; a sluggish and crude way to tell...
my voice is soft, dissipating,

but the ego — like velvet. I'm sliding into the sofa.
I
I stand to leave the room

I see myself

standing to leave the room.

barely birthing sound through the rushing
roar of thought

that spills
over into —

something else: a deadline, spoken

good-byes, a need to return home, a lone
rock held fast by the seafioor, parting

tidal currents,

would their touch smooth

my mind like a stone?
I
the trees; subterranean muscle

erupting through the cement, to twist in the air
magnificently.
they are more permanent than myself
and I feel it now in skull and tongue and vein; a smallness so true and
u n fi l t e r e d .

to say, humbled, would fall laughably short,
a turn, and one monstrous leaf drooping down is

pasted to the air in front of my face.
I recoil in its presence, the awesome
of that fragile membrane.

1

"Subway"
Impossible to miss, even in the rain. Big yellow sign, bold black
font. Bright booths, lots of glass, a fishbowl, really.

Miriam lugged the glass door open and her towheads clamored through,
bickering. They'd been under each other's skin all afternoon, back and
forth, lashing tongues, arms, and legs.
"She squoze my skin off," Bryn wailed and shot out her forearm as evi
dence.

"Did nod She's lying Mom, she is."

"That's my blood under her talons!" Bryn fluttered like a wound
e d b i r d a n d w a i l e d e v e n l o u d e r.

"Enough," Miriam screamed, the violadon snapping her to pres

ent-time. She'd been lost in her head since that phone call after work and

the girls' pick, pick, picking had been shocking her alert in regular almost
timed intervals. It was bke going through labor all over again an'ain and
again, that's what parenting was. In the hospital with R^bk '101

22 hours, 22 years, she handled the pain okay, but as daw ' " ""OLirs,
remembered what they said, "if the pain gets bad ask f^^^ k

did. But the epidural didn't help. It made her numb to
it so the pain snuck up and POW, took her by surprise

face with a Tsunami. There was no help. You got tbm, u

And here she was doing it all over again with the twins^ ^
Messing things up.

"Stop your fighdng now!" Miriam's whole body was shakinv

tiny threads of steel coursing across her shoulders, snaking around her
neck.

°

gone „wry. Good parents
don. say Stop Good parents talkparenti
aboutngfeel
ings. First dear, you tel
me what happened. Okay, litde buddy, now 3-our turn. And how did that

work for you? Can you think of a better way to get what you want? Good

parents don't say, be quiet, now, both of you, immediately, I mean it, or
else.

What a fucked up afternoon. Deadlines coming from all direc
tions at work and then she makes one simple phone call at the end of

the day. All she wanted was to advocate for Bobby, help him get his de
posit back. Was it so bad to call his landlord? Did the guy really have to

withhold the fuU deposit? Fifteen hundred dollars is a lot of money to a

22-year old. She saw the place before he moved out, Bobby on his hands

and knees scrubbing. She even helped for a couple hours. Why did the
guy have to go and say that to her?
"^bu idiot," Bryn said and shoved Brie toward the sandwich
c o u n t e r .

"1 hate you," Brie shot back, her body pin-balling into the sign
that read 'DONT LEAN ON GLASS'. Miriam snatched a random arm,

then two, squeezed tight and marched them both to a booth by the win
dow.

"STOP right now." she said. Both of you. God-damn it. I can't

take you an\ where. EVER! Sit sull, be silent, and I'll get your sandwiches.
Her voice quivered in an unnatural way. Miriam drew a big breath, wiped

her eyes and plunked her jacket next to Bryn in the bench by the win
dow.

It was dark, way too late for dinner; they were nine-years-old
for heaven's sake. Of course they were hungry and thirst)', what was she

thinking? And it was raining, what else is new? This god-forsaken cit)',

god-forsaken climate. She's lived here since he was a baby, stuck on the
far side of hell.

Behind the deli counter, the sandwich kid wasn't a kid. She was

a middle-aged woman with curly hair, cellophane-gloved hands. A man

ager, owner-tvpe. Professional like a bank teller.

"And what would you like?" She was pleasant enough. A sand

wich teller, that's what she was.

"A kid's deli sandwich," Miriam said. "Ham, provolone cheese,
tomatoes, nothing else."

The teller grabbed a bun, pulled the knife through the center,
and continued by rote, "Any other sandwiches?" she said, without look
ing up.

Miriam took a deep breath and the air slowly pursed out. How

many times had she been through this dril with the sandwich makers?

"I'd like a ham and provolone cheese on sourdough bread and tomatoes

only, nothing else." And then the kid says, "Was that wheat?" and she'd
say, "No, sourdough." Then he'd say, "Would you like cheese?" and she'd
say, "yes, pro-vo-lone," and he'd say, "tomatoes on that?" and she'd say

"yes" and then he'd say "lettuce?" and she'd say "no thank you," and he'd

say "how about pickles?" and she'd say "noth-ing else," and he'd say, "salt

and pepper, oil and vinegar?"
Again and again. Like Bobby and her. Oil and water. The same
thing, the same quesdon a half dozen dmes. The chaos, the calls from
school, from other parents, from the store that dme. Her always trying to

make things right. Then the pohce knocking on her door at 7 a.m. That

was the heartbreaker. They didn't call it ADD back then or even ADHD.

They didn't have a name for it that she knew, not until she married the
analyzer, the great quandfier and he gave her that book on distractions. A
200- page truth serum with no soludon. What do you do about it? There
was nothing to do about it. The counselors had no answers. Nothing

worked except for drugs, and by the time she was ready to go that route,
it was too late. You don't give drugs to an at-risk teenager. Meanwhile,
her husband the scorekeeper counted. The seventh time Bobby asked for

something, Miriam went ballisdc. Screamed. "Stop asking me the same
thing!" she'd say. "Just Stop. Can't you hear me? STOP!" The analyzer
was the one who gave her the nickname, short fuse.

The air was moist with a mixture of seafood salad, tuna and

barbecue. "I'm getdng three sandwiches," Miriam said with exaggerated
clarit)'. "Do you want me to tell you about all tbree at once so you can ask
me again a dozen dmes as we go down this line like you always do here^"

Miriam drew a deep breath. "How 'bout I tell you one at a time? Make it
easier for you."

The sandwich teller stilled the tomato slice in i • u j
and lifted her ehin to look at Mlriatn.

"I see," she said, softly. "We're in a bad mood today " Sh A >

like how a good mom talks to a misbehaving child Cle '

how exactly did she do that? - non-confrontational direct, yet.
The girls sat stiffly in the booth by the cold wind c

voices silenced. Sheets of cold rain pelted against th fl

alone before the counter and the teller waited The ^ stood

bread poured from the oven behind her. On the r baked

bags of chp
i s, the fama
ands, the same ones Mrihm°atr°"l"'1°"^'"'
a
s a chd
li .A
nd cocoeilsr,bnrg
ht here, chocoa
i .e chp
i , .hrfor: d ITh
stay-at-home moms ail made homemade cookies for their kids. Miriams'

own mom did too. Miriam bought Bobby Slurpies at 7 11

Mriam shook her head, bti herp
i .T
' m sorry,"' she sad
i and her

composure crumbled like a peanut buter cookie. "Its' been a realy bad

day," she said, before completely coming apart. "I don't need to take it
out on you.'- Tears started and she couldn't call them back.
"It's okay," the teller said. "Don't worry about it."

"No, it isn't oka)f," Miriam said, whispering now, head lowered.
Heaving sobs. Damn it. STOP. Just stop.

"You take your time and tell me what you want, sweetie," the

teller said.

Miriam nodded okay, but her words wouldn't budge.
"I understand," the teller said. "It's okay."

"Mard day." Miriam shook her head and looked away, wiped her
eyes. Her hand was soaked.
"I know," the teller said.

Yes of course, he was young once too, the landlord told her, but he
learned to be responsible and manage his own affairs. Take care of his
business. Follow through. But my husband and 1 know how it works,
Miriam said. They were landlords and business people, both. They un

derstood deposits and such. They just tried to be flexible with people,
especially those just getung started, that's all.
"So tell me," the landlord said, "Why don't you rent to your
son?"

Miriam reacted in her professional voice, a full octave lower.

"We don't have a place for what he's looking for, a place for his music,
his studio business." We have 22 units. I'd rent to him if we had the right

place. A place with off-street parking for his cars. He has three now. Of
course I would.

"I'll tell you what, " the landlord said. "I'm a good guy here, but
I have to tell you, I never had mommy call to handle my business when
I was 22 years old."

But Bobby didn't ask me to call, she explained. She was just try

ing to help since she and her husband were in the same business as die
landlord. That's all.

"Do you want to know what your Bobby did?" the landlord said.
He gushed out details about the hole in the fuel tank, the oil seepage six
inches deep in the basement, the ruined carpet, the neglected leaks under
the kitchen sink.
Miriam felt the burn in her shoulders.

"I know you want to rescue your son," he said.
And in that moment, the hands of dme slid off center and fold

ed over. What did this guy know about her or her son? Or Bobbys father
and his stuff? Flow it feels to go through the modons in a marriage? Or
a life? The dcking was loud and backwards and discombobulated all to
hell.

She fingered Bobby's grade school soccer picture, in its scratched
acrylic sleeve on her desk. She was the single mom who screamed the
loudest as her boy raced downfield with the ball, all sights on the goal.
Her voice cracked open and shut just as quickly.

"Sorry to bother you," she said and hung up quiedy. Then the tears be
gan and wouldn't stop. She wanted out of the line. She just wanted out
of the line.

"Take your time dear," the teller said.

Miriam stammered between tears and a dripping nose and the teller pre
pared a simple deli sandwich for one of the twins and an even sim

pler variation for the next. Methodically, carefully, how a good mother
would.

Miriam wiped her eyes and the mascara smeared like charcoal
across her cheekbones. She had no kleenex. She couldn't make the tears

stop. There was no help. Just get through the line.
"And for you?" the teller said.

She wiped her palms on her slick raincoat, which made them
wetter. She blotted them on the soft sweater against her bellv.

"This is all we need," Miriam said. "I'm not really hungry. This
is great. Thank you."

"You don't want a sandwich for yourself?" she said.
"No, no, I'm not hungry."
"How about a half?"

"No, thank you an^^vay."

"We have a new one - spicy barbecue beef, have you tried it?"

The teller winked and raised one brow. "It's really good "
"I'm sure it is, but no thank you." The girls wer

trati by the ran
i y wn
i dow. Bre
i reached over and touched^Bm ^ H

Miriam gave her a look that stopped the tussle before it b ^ ^
"A deli round?"

Miriam turned back to the counter. "Not toda
"We'll give you one on the house then " the 11
grabbed a roll and moved the blade swiftly.

"Rear,l Icant' ea,t.i"Mriamsad
i .Shepusheddosvnanm
i pusle

to react, maybe even grab the knite and scream.

The teller's hands stopped. "How about a cookie then?" she

said.

"No, I'm fine," Miriam said, counting. Was that seven? Please

don't ask me again. She felt a flood rising inside

The teller was calm. She clasped her hands at her neckline for a

moment, then opened the hinged box, grabbed a tissue and puled out a
chunky chocolate macadamia mound.

"For you," she said, then whispered, "eat."

And Miriam wiped her eyes, drew a deep breath and stopped
herself from saying no. She took the cookie in her wet hand. Gathered

the deh-sandwiches and her children and herded them quietly through
the thick glass door. In the van, the girls rustled with sandwich wrap
pers and munched like good, hungry children in the back seat. Soft milk

chocolate smeared under Miriam's nails and down her fingers and across

the lifeline on her palm and around the cushioned steering wheel cover
Bobby bought her last Christmas.
Miriam took a bite of the cookie and let the chocolate and flour

and sugar and macadamia nuts setde on her tongue before swallowing.
Then she repeated the action, slowly and deliberately, crumb by crumb.
— Gail Jeidj
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Soft Light
I want the soft light that leans against the old church
To be the same light

Folding in the sheets between us
You filled the spaces

The red brick in the wall I built
The musician that stops to hear the music of another

And then again, slowly,
Makes a new beginning for himself

Sharp boots that carve into the sidewalk
I should've been so cold with you

I was right to predict you'd leave me scattered
October leaves

Constandy pushed around

Flicking the ash on the ground between red fingernails
If only I could've been so cold with you
But I wil never wear those boots
That senselessly pierce the ground below them
— Larissa Rjiiikle

— Umily Deutsch

Modulate

Loitering amongst railroad tracks—
parallel scars fucking the ground, a
steady
caesarean section.

I'm not-so-apt to decree

whether the standing shell hovering beside me
breaths the same rotten air that

floors itself into my chest cavit}'.

The moon spindle dictates—pointing to
nothing and me;
m

e

—

in all of my vainglory,

a cigarette drooping from my chester-lips I'll figure this out with the sunrise—
a jester sprouting from the grains of air
percolating through my mind-sight.

A raccoon musters the courage to slum across the rusted ' h'

Unaware (or uncarn
i g) of my hystercia.l Provd
i ence combTtr/sefl

his t>m
' panic eyes gentlemanly wrapping themselves around mine '
Mutual suspension.
Brick-cells congregate
as another piece commits suicide
from the arid building—
fluxing and flexing in the
Orphean twiHght, almost at

peace with the mo(u)rning.

Under what do I owe this world this body?
he seems to say. I respond.
A.ndj Cerro/ie

Dilawar, after Death

— After Gibnej's 'Taxi to the Dark Side"

Blue black haze

in my dreams
in my dreams
To s s i n o v a b a b y

Blinking in

to black out pulpificd calves
Legs beat like drums,
Tambourines in the go-go

Cause rhythm
So directs, and stj it goes

Hands cufted to the grid, raised
catching a Bagram bass drop
The dark side of a neighbor's dark basement
Blameless screams can't be
Heard over command, response,

or lack of call trom the leader ot band:
Ptjppy seed, papa go
His taxi won't run no more

The baby cries baba!
in his 24-hour half dream, induced delirium
Dil's head, heav)' under a gruesome groove.
Indolent knees can't stand

Or run on thick orange juice.
His wife dies in glittered bone shards
The little man in my blue black clench
is writhing, drowsily rousing me,
from my dreams, in my dreams.
Melanie Henderson

L o v e ' s Vi r u s
Warmth
Heat
Red

I loved you on Mondaywhen you yanked the pink soft sponge rollers
out of my scalp as )'Ou dragged me across the kitchen floor by my hair,
which soon became clumps on the ground.

Flush

Temperature
Rising

I loved you on Tuesday when you peppered my left eye with the sole

of your loafer because dinner was not on the table when you arrived
home.

Clammy
Sweat

Chills

I loved you on Wednesday when you put your cigarette butt out on my
forearm for no other reason than the fact that you could not find an

ash tray. I flushing it down the toilet was not an option.
Exhaustion
Nausea

Migraine

vedbed.
youIohad
nThutorsdsleep
ay whe
n ythe
ou bcouch,
rought your msi tress home and
^ „,,r
on
sexed m ou

Dry tongue
Dehydration
V o m i t

I loved \'ou on Friday when you pushed me down the green plush stair.
Body aches
Diarrhea

Hallucinations

I loved \'ou on Saturday when you caused me to miscarry for the fourdi
dme.

Medicine
Rest

Recovery

I love me on Sunday when I left you.
— ErikaAgard
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Its like a throwback to eight yrars ago

Unda l^twrenbirta

Summing Up the We in Us
It's a line running from my left to right
ear, (or maybe ass cheek),

taut as a harp, a banjo, a string section.
Naah,

no one wants more sad, elusive violins.

It's two months into summer, the grass
is getting crunchy, a deeper shade of green,
a hay shade of yellow. We're in a desert, after all.
Boring;
how many umcs can love be in drought?
It's like those goldfish—inertia swirls
fins, thin and flashy—round and round 12 inches

of bowl. The fish think they created that stroke.
N o .

It's a bird in a cage (with a rusted waste guard),
fed too much of one good thing.
He's smart; he knows it is not the only option.
Ok, seriously?

Why not just make it an effing white dove?

It's August and we arc here
at the Annual Broken Pot Sale.

Just say it.
Whatever you want. Baby,
whatever you want.

THOROUGHFARE
It wasn't the worms themselves that writhed their way

Into the sunlight, spontaneously combusdng
evenly onto silver
hooks to catch
One fishes inner throat

or the lethargic blade which wished to slice
those heaving gills. Not the fishes
bleeding silent eyes that begged
you, cut me

No gull that swooped for remains felt guilt)' eating
the Sun would not collapse into eager clouds
for you, loneliness
convinced

the way of a Fish would be preferable.

— Sophia Ten J

After Franz Wright

beech street
French grandmother

said she'd buy a new hat to meet
you feeling around

for your glasses in the morning
i am no help

scolding you tor the growing puddle
that surrounds the bathroom sink

in my fathers house
but not a problem

for 400 monthly
the ceiling falls a little more
into the bath after each shower

something ran across the floor
in the kitchen i didn't realize
that you would be scared

to sleep on the ground

that your doorbell would play
that horrible song
each time announcing my
visit implies this is not home

— Sophia Ter/y
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A N Y W H E R E

"Whither goes the soul when the bod)' dies?" the Scholar asks the
Master,

and my daughter wanted to know how to send the goldfish bowl to
heaven

with the three goldfish we buried under the Rose of Sharon. The
Scholar

sits cross-legged on the floor, waits with humilit)' for a sign.
My daughter listened to her friend's mother conduct a funeral for a
m o u s e :

"She was a hundred-and-three by human standards. She lived a good
Hfe."

"What's a good life?" my daughter wanted to know, as we stood in line
at Burger King. The Master replies, "There is no necessit)' for it

to go an)'where." The Scholar sips plum blossom tea alone in his room.
"For this, I have wasted my youth, abandoned my family," he writes
in his book of questions. "For this my eyes have been blinded."
"When I die me," my daughter announced at bedtime, "I want Babar
to come, too. Why did the mouse have to die alone?" The Scholar waits

for the Master by the door of the temple, but it is cold and raining
and the Master is at home, frail and old, coughing in his bed.
"Whither shall I go now to search?" the Scholar asks the wet leaves.

"Anywhere" they answer in delicate tones. "But there is no necessit)'
to go an)'where." "Could we say a prayer for the mouse?" my daughter
asked when I turned out her light. "Of course," I said: " A mouse

is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of infidels into sleep."
— Teresa Coder

after Jakob Bohme
First appeared in Poctr\-. Reprinted from History of Hurricanes, TriQuartcrly Dooks/NWU Press, April, 2009.

— Lindsej Bloomberg
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